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In ancient Greek mythology, Gaia is Mother Earth—

origin of all life, mortal and immortal alike. In his epic poem 

“Theogeny,” Hesiod writes, “The first thing that came to be 

was Chaos, followed by Gaia: a great wide open expanse of 

land ringed around with the snow-covered peak of Mount 

Olympus, home of the gods.” Gaia gave birth to Uranus, 

god of the sky, Pontus, god of the sea, and Urea, god of 

the mountains. Gaia mated with Uranus to create twelve 

Titans, three Cyclopes, and the three hundred-armed giants. 

This was the beginning of all that is. Even Zeus, master of 

Mount Olympus, is said to be descended from her line. 

Regardless of how she has come to be remembered to-

day, in the foundational texts of Western civilization, Gaia 

represents the casting off of chaos, holding within her the 

undivided potential of the skies and seas, and the great 

mountains in between.
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(1994), Latour argues that Pasteur found bacteria to be 

both the result of the scientific system of the laboratory 

and also the result of the Science of a given era. In this 

sense, from the very beginning modernity has been about 

driving nature away from society, and science away from 

the humanities (including art). Modernity treats science as 

a method for dealing with the accumulated knowledge of 

the inhuman natural world, while using political science, 

art, and poetry to deal with what we know about people. 

Scientism and humanism have become the twin tracks 

along which modern society has developed–what British 

scientist Charles Snow calls “The Two Cultures” in his 1959 

book of the same name.  In this way, an insuperable gap 

has emerged between science and the humanities: We 

cannot use scientific standards to measure the humani-

ties, and we cannot use humanistic standards to deal with 

scientific research. In this way, the humanities, including 

the arts, remain firmly locked away within the realm of the 

unnatural, while theories directly about art are valued only 

for their humanistic concern. Even when a topic touches on 

the development of Renaissance art, the art itself remains 

bound and ineffective. Not only that, but further gaps ex-

ist between the different schools of art: when a painting 

is shown on the canvas, it is difficult to hear the sounds 

presented within if viewed from the perspective of music 

or opera. Likewise, Mona Lisa’s smile stays locked in the 

pigments that make up that famous face in the frame. It is 

only via silence, using our eyes, that can we start to un-

derstand Da Vinci’s inspiration.

1. 全名为《实验室生活：科学事实
的建构过程》，布鲁诺·拉图尔与史
蒂夫·伍尔加合著，中文版由首都经
济贸易大学出版社出版，2006年。

2. 全名为《科学在行动：这样在社
会中跟随科学家和工程师》, 布鲁
诺·拉图尔著，中文版由东方出版社
出版，2004年。

1. Laboratory Life: The Construction 
of Scientific Facts, Bruno Latour 
and Steve Woolgar. 

2. Science in Action: How to Follow 
Scientists and Engineers Through 
Society, Bruno Latour. 
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Understanding the origins of Gaia may help us to un-

derstand why Bruno Latour choose the title Facing Gaia 

(2015) for his latest book—because more than just being 

a mythic figure, “Gaia” also refers to a kind of state of be-

ing: the linking of disparate regions into a unified, global 

whole by unspecified means. Indeed, Latour’s interest in 

Gaia has more to do with British scientist James Lovelock’s 

famous “Gaia hypothesis” than Greek mythology. In 1961, 

Lovelock suggested that the living and non-living environ-

ments of the Earth were not actually separated from each 

other, but constituted an integral and mutually interacting 

whole. Before the Gaia hypothesis, ecologists focused on 

ecosystem, which was made up of biological organisms, 

the most important of which was undeniably humans. And 

so early ecologists placed “people” at the very center of 

all natural cycles.

Lovelock’s work in turn inspired Latour’s theoretical 

research into the Gaia hypothesis. Starting with his early 

books Laboratory Life (with Steve Woolgar, 1979) 1 and 

Science in Action (1988)2, Latour directed his razor-sharp 

skepticism towards a new target: whether or not a pure 

science truly exists. According to Latour, the discourse 

of modern enlightenment is not a true science, but a sort 

of Science with a capital S that had been created by the 

condition of modernity. In the The Pasteurization of France 
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Gaia has more to do with British scientist James Lovelock’s 

famous “Gaia hypothesis” than Greek mythology. In 1961, 

Lovelock suggested that the living and non-living environ-

ments of the Earth were not actually separated from each 

other, but constituted an integral and mutually interacting 

whole. Before the Gaia hypothesis, ecologists focused on 

ecosystem, which was made up of biological organisms, 

the most important of which was undeniably humans. And 

so early ecologists placed “people” at the very center of 

all natural cycles.

Lovelock’s work in turn inspired Latour’s theoretical 

research into the Gaia hypothesis. Starting with his early 

books Laboratory Life (with Steve Woolgar, 1979) 1 and 

Science in Action (1988)2, Latour directed his razor-sharp 

skepticism towards a new target: whether or not a pure 

science truly exists. According to Latour, the discourse 

of modern enlightenment is not a true science, but a sort 

of Science with a capital S that had been created by the 

condition of modernity. In the The Pasteurization of France 
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嫕磢䯖嫕魍頯梮艊僨嗴䯖喒謾曧㣮剓鉢

頯梮艊熱粷䯖墱鄽怇蕚鑫叅鮪鲋諤蟢™酛頯

梮陝鰓躐䄄欨跛艊伄縴䯖翄嬁剓鞯墱鄽桹敱

鰱啔佪䌄嶗㬬矇頯梮䯖羗靧榚蟢㛝叧酁諦㡽

棾、鞔俍艊頯梮詵飨濕羮桭昦艊㓉䎣諦彾。

玈䌄蹰靧斶叄恖梮䯖呺粷躐頌艊頯梮忞晹熴

嶎㝧艊褃蕚、貶曧䯖嫕魍頯梮鞣磢叅鮪菑伄

縴䯖呅醮忞㜙艊䉯頯梮躐䄄鞣磢叅鮪菑醭詵

㣮㢐艊俍㎏䯖㫥喥曧梋㒂≧忞媰㜉艊頯梮艊

咁銊鉢壽、鍖惛蹕啯艊樰梪䃾䎪曧䯖鮪蟨叧。

靕磢。敤熎。蛼＝。頯梮訵躐䄄䯖曧壠莏艊叅鮪

酽蟢繩餄鲑燊艊鰓翨鄡䯩桖暺薶鰱㛺䯖絹骼㫥

樭艊蟨叧屨叧咲嶗蛼＝叧咲曧壠雩詵飨鞲鲇

頯梮䯖徏鍎頯梮咲曧壠雩詵飨贋醮勢蟨叧呺

㣻跤棾䯩蟨叧嶗頯梮裮覇曧鮪酽蟢鳘躅樭艊

嗃漛醢僨羠饅跀䯩

Of course, the development of contemporary art, es-

pecially the emergence of multimedia art, has broken down 

many of the divisions that once existed between various 

traditions. Film, for example, has already succeeded in 

bringing the plastic arts together with sound, creating a 

sort of poetics of assemblage. Artists today can use the 

latest technology to bring together images and mix sounds 

along with digital treatments to achieve breakthroughs that 

would have been unimaginable in the past. But insupera-

ble barriers still exist within contemporary art, insofar as it 

remains removed from non-art. This aesthetic system, first 

suggested by Jacques Rancière, brings to mind Latour’s 

fundamental question: whether clearly defined lines truly 

exist between science, nature, politics, society, art, and 

so on. More specifically, can scientific philosophers and 

sociologists like Latour also engage in art, and can artists 

participate in scientific practice? What relationship exists 

between science and art?

呏傤則·黥
︹鑑㯵呏瑪倧︺
2015妘
鐴艆。熌甉。㲙㲆苲。槷閈。淚镵諎
45.72 々 35.56 々 5.08皺貏

Anicka Yi
Lung Condom
2015
Soap, paint, acetate, resin, 
rubber tubing
45.72 々 35.56 々 5.08 cm

Courtesy 47 Canal (New York),      
Kunsthalle Basel and the artist
PHOTO: Philipp Hänger
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鮪惛蹕啯荱棾䯖暆梕粷魍蟨叧艊僨嗴䯖

曧婠襫鮪＃鄌贙誼￥艊▕蕬醢艊䯖偧苲艊抲

鄌㫓蠿䯖曧㬦㫓酽跀燒粷魍誼墡恖梮嶗羠鲲

㫓蠿䯖忴鳏踵鰱熱粷鄌贙踵＃苲￥艊鲲閔䯖呺

䅕醢粷魍艊蟨叧恖梮峘峘㚯酽跣躐頌鞲梥鮪

靕磢翨叅鮪㫓艊鄌苲飨粷魍鲲閔艊昷媀鰓蟇

鲋靕磢、讜樭䯖嫕螆槇㛺騿倈艊︹馾鰱醢艊朷

䐥︺嶗︹倿楁與鲡︺曧桭㬎諦敡鮪銊梮䒛㳚

艊慘閔暚䯖峘峘雩曧飨酽蟢粷魍艊僑㓉茩賂

㚯榚蟢鄌贙艊頯梮慘閔醮囈㭺艊蛼＝嶗跫翨

鰓蟇婩棾䯖鍖㫥㭠鰓蟇艊䃸泙喥曧銊梮䒛、

蟨叧醮靕磢。頯梮醮蛼＝。鮪竑桹艊粷魍旝誼

䯒惛蹕啯鰓時羮＃俋釀蟨叧￥嶗＃俋釀頯梮￥

棾ィ蛵䯓躐醣䯖黌彾鑫桭鄌贙艊鲇窹䯖鍖粷魍

蛼＝艊酽跣鉚矇㢑獻喥曧醭昢鰱鄌贙誼䯖鞲

鍖惸酘醭讜鲇窹躐䄄艊玈棇、

In Latour’s view, modern science is built on the concept 

of “purification.” For example, for salt to be considered 

“pure” salt purification must use modern chemicals and 

technical processing. In reality, of course, modern science 

and technology make the existence of a kind of salt that has 

never existed before possible—a salt which is completely 

separate from nature. Similarly, when Foucault says that 

Monet's “Le Déjeuner sur l'herbe” and “Olympia” are his 

most suitable works to be displayed in an art museum, he 

is using his modern gaze to separate these pure works of 

art from the society and world which surrounds them. The 

thing which separates in this case is the museum itself. In 

modern society, Science and nature, and Art and society 

(Latour specifies capital S Science and capital A Art) be-

come the purest things possible, as the trend in modern 

society is toward endless purification, rejecting the mixing 

of unlike things.

檚蹉騚·棯哅嶗鲡愛·忂醎欨
︹煫鳏＝啑韌酽誆蕚藣艊㓕︺䯒徳嗢䯓
2016妘
雜䎣嬁絹䯖嫷頥䯖襫鉢佪
10鰓55蟩

Melissa Dubbin & Aaron S. Davidson
Nobody Shoots a Broken Horn (video still)
2016
Single channel video, color with stereo sound
10 min 55 sec

Courtesy Galerie Untilthen and the artist
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磢鍖䯖鞲︹彿髦鞲梥粷魍㫓︺㫥梪霎婩僔䯖

惛蹕啯墱鄽㛇暺䯖鮪蟨叧呺䖢咇㳚壽㬬忞㜙

艊鄌贙蟨叧曧醭叅鮪艊䯖雩澐曧鮪㫥跣嶯躏

醢䯖＃俋釀蟨叧￥艊呺叅浧媀呺䅕醢妛醭镾

裯喼彿髦囈縶跫翨艊瑪㯵、俋釀蟨叧嶗粷魍

鳏俒㫓靕惡鑫䯖骼髦呺䅕醢㚪踵詵飨㬦㫓蟨

叧絔屟嶗呺䖢斶懪棾畝粷嶗ィ嬕斾跣跫翨䯖

磢鍖䯖鞲︹呺䖢咇羠牆︺婩僔䯖惛蹕啯墱鄽暺

薶慇熱䯖㫥蟢鄌鍖剴鄌艊蟨叧赗蜶䯖呺䅕醢

婠襫鮪酽蟢唻蟨叧鉢壽艊惡麇躐醢䯖喥偧讜

嫕魍頯梮咲艊攝慘䯖婠襫鮪唻藥愥頯梮咲。

頯梮㛊㛀咲。㓅‖。翍娡。贜窹䒛。詇嗴鳏訵

鮪廟艊斾跣頯梮鉢壽艊惡麇醢、唻鲋惛蹕啯

棾㛺䯖晹㛀曧蟨叧。頯梮䯖㫤曧敤熎嶗蛼＝䯖

晹聧㰊曧叅鮪鲋酽跣邁讜艊瑪絑裶䄄跤䯖貶

曧呅髦妛醭曧嬐澑鰓蟇鰱飨雜酽艊浧媀叅鮪

菑䯖鍖曧嬐澑賽諦䯖嫮彾鑫酽蟢箏竑艊鈫酖笶

酁椨䯖鞲鍖嫮彾鑫酽跣玈棇艊岄鉢䯖鍖㫥蟢岄

鉢䯖羮惛蹕啯靕墰艊ィ㫊棾㛺䯖喥曧酽跣＃ǹ

誤鍎鈫酖￥艊酁椨、孭蹺嫕魍屒嶎咲嬐嬱·昤

爔竑忂陸㚪讜鑫惛蹕啯艊醢㫼㓅砎䯖鮪謚鍎荱

棾䯖惛蹕啯艊鈫笶酁椨䯖呺䅕醢喥曧骼鮪＃絑

䉳￥醑㯵桏艊桭謚酽㯵︹燅煻︺抲熱艊燅煻笶

酁椨、㫥蟢酁椨䯖桖褃熱鰱㛺暺鑫嫕魍跫翨艊

鎽跀醭畝曧粷魍暆梕飨鄌贙靕嬣棾陝呯跛樴

㫅翨艊樴嗁䯖鍖曧㳛昦艊玈棇䯖晼曧靕磢醮蛼

＝䯖雩曧蟨叧醮頯梮。敤熎訵艊玈棇䯖㫥蟢玈

棇鄮酁鑫昤㜀忞抲勢艊＃跏蟢旝誼￥艊鉢跀3䯖

俍裶躐蜶䯖犦爁躐蜶䯖嘪閗躐蜶畝漛酁諦㡽棾䯖

㫥喥曧俋鰱躐瀭䯖雩喥曧玈棇屟瑪絑艊畝踮䯖

彿髦䉳唻艊醭畝曧酽跣雜酽艊蟨叧浧媀詵飨

䄠㳘艊跫翨䯖鮪惛蹕啯桭昦艊魳慘︹跫翨諤蟢

呺叅浧媀蔠裮︺跤䯖跫翨艊呺叅浧媀墱鄽鞲雜

酽艊俋釀蟨叧黌彾侟斶艊叅鮪、

詵飨㛺䯖惛蹕啯墱鄽醭絹骼艊頌㪔嶗讜ǹ

髦酽樭䯖仌呎彾㓇䯖鮪晼呯叧䅳牋㝧窛⿺艊鉢

壽醣粬婯籶叧媀㪪鷑䯖荁儂䯖慘踵酽謖蔠裮蟨

叧屨叧嶗蛼＝叧艊叧鍎䯖骼踽誤㡶熱靕墰艊䎘

鰱䯖㛛蹕啔蟨叧蔠裮嶗頯梮攝慘€扟鮪酽跣妕

詬醢、鮪骼忞辭鎲艊墴䧵敤熎叧䅳䯖惛蹕啯攝

襫鑫酽跣竑濇艊梽椨䯖張頯梮敤熎叧樍䯖慍礣

謾呬暅䯖㫥忞叧樍㚯醭讜叧蟨䯖喒謾曧頯梮。

蟨叧。敤熎詵飨鮪謾跤嬱勢桹敱艊@諦䯖㫥

Beginning with We Have Never Been Modern (1991), 

however, Latour demonstrates that this so-called “pure sci-

ence” does not exist, even in the laboratory. In this sense, 

Science will never be able to subsume the world around 

us. Science and modernity are overconfident, because they 

think that with enough scientific rationality and experimental 

data they will be able to reproduce and categorize the en-

tire living and non-living world. As Latour has argued since 

Laboratory Life, however, this purer than pure scientific 

spirit is in fact based on an unhealthy trust in the scientific 

system. It is exactly the same as the work of contemporary 

artists, which exists on the faith of other artists, art critics, 

viewers, galleries, museums, curators, etc. They all trust 

in the art system, and so the system sustains. For Latour, 

science, art, politics and society all undoubtedly exist in 

a common global space, but they are not separate from 

each other. Instead, they, form a unique network-like struc-

ture, a mixed whole. This mixed whole, to use Latour’s own 

expression, is an actor-network structure. Contemporary 

German thinker Peter Sloterdijk agrees with Latour’s view, 

but argues that this network structure is actually realized 

in the last of the Sphären (“spheres”) trilogy: the bubble 

structure of Schäume (“foam”). This structure highlights the 

fact that relationships in the contemporary world are no 

longer delineated along strict boundaries, and no longer 

operate within the pure and regulated bounds they once 

did. Instead, a remixing is taking place, as nature and so-

ciety cross and overlap, while much the same occurs with 

science, art, politics, and other fields. This is Snow’s “two 

cultures” system3: the god of the sky, the god of the sea, 

the god of mountains coming together once again under 

the sign of the Earth Mother. Finding ourselves in an age 

in which no single scientific model can accurately describe 

the system of the world, Latour’s latest book, An Inquiry 

into Modes of Existence: An Anthropology of the Moderns 

(2012) appropriately shifts from a single Science to a plu-

rality of existences.

It can be said that Latour has already distinguished himself 

from his predecessors and his peers who sit hidebound by 

the rules, playing games with metaphysical rhetoric in their 

ivory towers. On the contrary, as a scholar of the philoso-

phy of science and sociology, he has taken the initiative to 

reach out beyond his field to bring scientific research and 

3. 《两种文化》是英国科学家查尔
斯·斯诺于1959年在剑桥大学的演
讲，其论点是整个西方社会知识分
子的生活在名义上被分为“两种文
化”—科学与人文，而这种分裂
的观念在很大程度上限制了我们
对世界的理解。中文版由三联书店
出版，1994年。

3. “The Two Cultures” is the title 
of a 1959 lecture by Charles 
Snow at Oxford University, 
whose thesis is that Western 
intellectuals have been divided 
into “two cultures”—science and 
the humanities, and that this way 
of looking at the world limits our 
ability to truly understand it. 

墢:
呏傤則·黥
︹捗踆蹕絹︺
2016妘
誤窹槪梪。蕳槷閈。鲕㳟鏍錨
89.99 々 59.99 々 89.99皺貏

Left:
Anicka Yi
Search Image
2016
Taxidermy animal, silicone, hardware
89.99 々 59.99 々 89.99 cm

Courtesy 47 Canal (New York), 
Fridericianum (Kassel) and the artist
PHOTO: Fabian Frinzel
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忞叧樍忞▔門艊鳏忴䯖䉳唻艊雩澐曧镾侽讜

暚㠵褀㛾侸叧蟨䎘╪䯖㚯謾鮪＃ǹ誤鍎鈫酖￥

跤薟粷熱棾艊浧尓、澑侳䯖惛蹕啯靕墰雩擄嫕

詇嗴鳏䯖㫐鞔踵澏䯖骼墱鄽彾嗚鰱蹁窩㫓醑漛

嗴㓋䯒鰓時踵 ＃鮒鉢蕚鰥￥䯖＃駡躐鲋‖䯤炓踽艊

炣縶￥䯖＃㳛蕓粷魍屟䯋￥䯖鍖㫥醑漛嗴㓋䯖雩酘

䉯酽蟢鄌贙艊頯梮嗴㓋䯖鮪惛蹕啯㮰㳚䯖骼啔呬

斊。蟨叧。敤熎。咁銊訵侸昷䉳艊饅尒䯖㬦㫓㛾

侸呺叅浧媀妛鉝艊昷媀䯖鮪酽跣＃ǹ誤鍎鈫酖￥

艊咁銊裶䄄跤讜暚醞敡熱棾䯖㫥樭艊嗴㓋墱鄽

醭曧酽蟢㮂鲋鄌贙屟艊嗴㓋䯖鮪攝慘鍎嶗贋㓅

鍎躐䄄艊㣣蟇䯖罌踵＃ǹ誤鍎鈫酖￥艊叅鮪鍖黌

嬱媥誼、＃ǹ誤鍎鈫酖￥醭饅燍䎖魯踵慘閔㛄

呯艊梪㠮曧鳘躅䯖鮪ǹ誤鍎鞯駱躐頌䯖頯梮慘

閔煫桹梪㠮䯖誆桹鮪荁饅艊䀍扟饅跀跤䯖㚯慘

閔嬱飨㫜慘䯖鞲鍖彾踵鑫酽蟢僔鄮侐鮪煥㬦儂

姉嶗荁鲒慘羮㫓蠿跤艊慘閔、

飨銊蹺䧸鳏頯梮咲㒂昤竑·苼馂艊＃侸賽

昤竑㚧陝￥踵籌䯖苼馂妛煫桹㬕愞鮪酽跣銊

梮䒛㳚嗴蛵骼艊慘閔䯖鍖曧啔瀕鲋顡鎢灧攢

㯵侸賽昤竑鰱嶼艊酽奵姠婮婠詀敘㬬彾酽跣

蹕霎䒛。酽跣赗蜶牆誤艊鯫忞、鮪㫥㳚䯖苼馂

㮍㛽蛼嶼㳚艊嗋炓棾㜁霎徏贋鎢㚮㛀牆誤䯖

羗靧曧瞝䙙艊販砓䯖鍖侸賽昤竑嗋炓雩艊薶

啔㫥跣啢啢艊鲈嗃婠詀嫕會靕墰瀯囈宍靧艊

鯫忞、㫥樭䯖慘閔艊麽過妛醭鮪鲋唻婠詀艊

敘㬬嶗䏣樴艊㛄㚧䯖鍖曧頯梮咲濕羮㫥跣竑

呯艊⺸鉝䯖発牆鑫蛼嶼䯖㚯蛼嶼艊鳏髦詵飨鮪

澑烰鏅䯖㚯㬦夠醭荁嬔棾艊㯈嗋髦詵飨給澑

梽＝邁讜鲮牐、＃侸賽昤竑㚧陝￥曧酽跣鉚矇

艊＃ǹ誤鍎鈫酖￥慘閔䯖醭鳢鳢罌踵呅㢋㢐鑫

銊梮䒛徏鍎竑呯艊頯梮鉢壽䯖鍖鹾羾鲋頯梮

醮蛼嶼暀夠羠牆躐䄄艊伄縴⺖怇蕚䯖頯梮攝

慘嶗嗋炓艊暀夠羠牆@踵酽鉢䯖鍖懲嗋炓艊

羠牆梪㦳雩彾踵鑫頯梮、

㫧駱勢俋斶懪暚魍䯖惡峗恖梮㚯蟨恖嶗

頯梮艊@諦彾踵詵镾䯖嫕斶懪墡蠿壎喺陸·怷

陸啔㫐鞔踵澏艊忞桹驔嬱倿昤則値艊甡蘚嶗

啂甡艊饅跀釆蠿踵酽跣墤俋艊饅跀蹕㜷暚䯖

斾跣蹕㜷喥椨彾鑫酽跣婬夠佦㓅艊鈫酖䯖讜

暚䯖怷陸雩啔㮰鲢妛梥驔嬱倿昤則値艊甡蘚

艊斶懪雩玏鎢㫧詛䯖斾跣饅跀鈫酖喥黌彾鑫

酽跣䇏飨㛌時艊絑鉢䯖㫥曧酽跣晹熴羮麇駁

in the Dorchester area of south Chicago. For the exhibi-

tion, the building was transformed into a library–a place of 

spiritual activity. Here, Gates invited residents in the com-

munity to study or participate in discussions, and even take 

part in spiritual practice. Eventually, the residents of the 

neighborhood began to treat the small two-story building 

as their own, arriving every week to take part in scheduled 

and unscheduled activities. From this example, we can see 

that the value of a work does not lie in way a building is 

refurbished, but in the way that artist uses this particular 

space so that the community members are empowered to 

come together and interact in ways they otherwise would 

not be. The “Dorchester Plan” is a classic example of an 

actor-network, not only because it goes beyond the art 

museum or the specific art system, but also because it 

breaks down the barriers between art and daily life. The 

creation of art is integrated into community members’ daily 

lives, and their lives in turn become art.

In the era of big data, information technology makes 

the integration of art and technology possible. Data engi-

neer Nick Yahnke created an enormous relationship map 

to draw connections between Oscar-winning actors and 

directors. The map forms an unusually spectacular network, 

at the same time, because Yahnke did not input any data 

on the Oscar-winning actors, the entire network remains 

an opaque sphere, inaccessible to any thread of knowl-

edge. Instead, the digital space astounds the viewer with 

its singular splendor. Critically, if this map was extended to 

include everyone on Earth, then the whole earth would be 

visible as an enormous data map, with our every actions, 

every conversation, and even every glance taken and breath 

drawn constantly producing an ever-changing sphere–

Gaia, a fusion of modern technology and art. At the same 

time, it would also reflect our lives, being shaped by our 

actions. In this way, we can see that Gaia is a unique work 

of art created by a network of actors. It is no longer an art 

museum, with its separate disciplines of music, painting, 

drama, poetry, dance and calligraphy. On the contrary, we 

are in a relationship with one another, recreating art, but 

an art that can no longer be signed by anyone, because it 

belongs to humanity’s New Gaia. Rather than leave Gaia, 

we must respond to Latour’s call to “Face Gaia!” 

(Translated by Nick Stember)
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artistic creation together into a single platform. At his Paris 

Institute of Political Studies (Sciences Po), Latour founded 

a special institution, SPEAP, for the purpose of allowing dif-

ferent disciplines, especially the arts, science, and politics, 

to work together towards a common goal. The scholars 

trained at this institution are given the opportunity to study 

many different disciplines at the same time, letting their 

actor-network develop as it will. Aside from this project, 

Latour himself has acted as curator, so far successfully 

holding three exhibitions: “Iconoclash” (2002), “Making 

things Public: The Atmospheres of Democracy” (2005), 

and “Reset Modernity!” (2016), none of which were purely 

artistic exhibitions. Instead, Latour brought together facets 

of religious, scientific, political, and aesthetic concern, al-

lowing a network of actors in the aesthetic space to bloom 

via their various modes of coexistence. In this way, the 

exhibitions became more than pure exhibitions, with the 

distance between creators and viewers in the actor-net-

work weakened. The actor-network does not care what the 

work starts out as, because before the intervention of the 

actor, the artwork is formless. It is only through relevant 

links that a work can begin to activate, operating as a kind 

of intermediary in the interactive process.

To use the example of the African American artist 

Theaster Gates, Gates choose not to show his work in an 

art gallery, but rather to exhibit in an abandoned building 
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in the Dorchester area of south Chicago. For the exhibi-

tion, the building was transformed into a library–a place of 

spiritual activity. Here, Gates invited residents in the com-

munity to study or participate in discussions, and even take 

part in spiritual practice. Eventually, the residents of the 

neighborhood began to treat the small two-story building 

as their own, arriving every week to take part in scheduled 

and unscheduled activities. From this example, we can see 

that the value of a work does not lie in way a building is 

refurbished, but in the way that artist uses this particular 

space so that the community members are empowered to 

come together and interact in ways they otherwise would 

not be. The “Dorchester Plan” is a classic example of an 

actor-network, not only because it goes beyond the art 

museum or the specific art system, but also because it 

breaks down the barriers between art and daily life. The 

creation of art is integrated into community members’ daily 

lives, and their lives in turn become art.

In the era of big data, information technology makes 

the integration of art and technology possible. Data engi-

neer Nick Yahnke created an enormous relationship map 

to draw connections between Oscar-winning actors and 

directors. The map forms an unusually spectacular network, 

at the same time, because Yahnke did not input any data 

on the Oscar-winning actors, the entire network remains 

an opaque sphere, inaccessible to any thread of knowl-

edge. Instead, the digital space astounds the viewer with 

its singular splendor. Critically, if this map was extended to 

include everyone on Earth, then the whole earth would be 

visible as an enormous data map, with our every actions, 

every conversation, and even every glance taken and breath 

drawn constantly producing an ever-changing sphere–

Gaia, a fusion of modern technology and art. At the same 

time, it would also reflect our lives, being shaped by our 

actions. In this way, we can see that Gaia is a unique work 

of art created by a network of actors. It is no longer an art 

museum, with its separate disciplines of music, painting, 

drama, poetry, dance and calligraphy. On the contrary, we 

are in a relationship with one another, recreating art, but 

an art that can no longer be signed by anyone, because it 

belongs to humanity’s New Gaia. Rather than leave Gaia, 

we must respond to Latour’s call to “Face Gaia!” 

(Translated by Nick Stember)
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artistic creation together into a single platform. At his Paris 

Institute of Political Studies (Sciences Po), Latour founded 

a special institution, SPEAP, for the purpose of allowing dif-

ferent disciplines, especially the arts, science, and politics, 

to work together towards a common goal. The scholars 

trained at this institution are given the opportunity to study 

many different disciplines at the same time, letting their 

actor-network develop as it will. Aside from this project, 

Latour himself has acted as curator, so far successfully 

holding three exhibitions: “Iconoclash” (2002), “Making 

things Public: The Atmospheres of Democracy” (2005), 

and “Reset Modernity!” (2016), none of which were purely 

artistic exhibitions. Instead, Latour brought together facets 

of religious, scientific, political, and aesthetic concern, al-

lowing a network of actors in the aesthetic space to bloom 

via their various modes of coexistence. In this way, the 

exhibitions became more than pure exhibitions, with the 

distance between creators and viewers in the actor-net-

work weakened. The actor-network does not care what the 

work starts out as, because before the intervention of the 

actor, the artwork is formless. It is only through relevant 

links that a work can begin to activate, operating as a kind 

of intermediary in the interactive process.

To use the example of the African American artist 

Theaster Gates, Gates choose not to show his work in an 

art gallery, but rather to exhibit in an abandoned building 


